Partnership Opportunities with Internet Archive – Chat log

---Begin Transcript---

Chat

Lara Flint -> All Participants: Hello and welcome! Reminder: If anyone can't hear, you'll need to connect your audio - go to Audio > Audio Connection at the top left menu and choose phone (toll call) or computer. You'll see an icon next to your name once you're connected.

James Jacobs -> All Participants: and your building actually mirrors your much older logo! How did Brewster do that?!

Andrea Mills -> All Participants: Brewster often says we chose the building because it matches the logo!

Jessica Fomalont -> All Participants: It's useful for us here at the GPO; especially when looking for early issues of serials to catalog. And early versions of reports.

Melissa Fairfield -> All Participants: If you have questions during the presentation, you can go ahead and type them here. I will make sure the presenters get them!

James Jacobs -> All Participants: LOVE the military industrial powerpoint complex :-) https://archive.org/details/MilitaryIndustrialPowerpointComplex

James Jacobs -> All Participants: ooops sorry to steal your thunder Karl.

Jessica Fomalont -> All Participants: Regarding the books you digitize, are they in the public domain? If, not how do you handle copyright?

Karl Blumenthal -> All Participants: Heh, not at all James! Glad we were on the same wavelength :-D

Karl Blumenthal -> All Participants: To see more kinds of Archive-It web archiving collections and partners, see: https://archive-it.org/

Karl Blumenthal -> All Participants: Including the FDLP collections that are already extant here: https://archive-it.org/home/FDLPwebarchive

Deborah Caldwell -> All Participants: You can find the PEGI Project’s Environmental Scan and other pubs here: https://www.pegiproject.org/publications :)

James Jacobs -> All Participants: that's an AMAZING collection of microfilm!!

Angela Kent -> All Participants: How did IA obtain their MF collection? Are they accepting MF from libraries and repositories who are looking to weed their MF?

James Jacobs -> All Participants: can you put that link to the command line interface in the chat?

Lara Flint -> All Participants: https://archive.org/services/docs/api/internetarchive/cli.html

James Jacobs -> All Participants: will the roundtable be specifically focused on govt information?

Nicole Merriman -> All Participants: Are there any fees or costs associated with being an Archive-IT partner?

Andrea Mills -> All Participants: https://controlleddigitallending.org/

James Jacobs -> All Participants: Awesome! I'll be there

James Jacobs -> All Participants: as will several other PEGI colleagues

Andrea Mills -> All Participants: Event next Wednesday at 1PM ET
Elizabeth Eckert -> Host: Have you digitized microcard format?
Pamela Orme -> All Participants: Wonderful presentation. Thank you!
Alice Sherwood -> All Participants: Are there specific government agencies you are still interested in getting?
Alice Sherwood -> All Participants: For archive purposes
Elizabeth Larson -> All Participants: Opaque micro print
Karen Pfiffner -> All Participants: University of North Texas is presently digitizing microcards for TRAIL.

James Jacobs -> All Participants: I know you mentioned one of the national libraries, but what are the biggest agencies you're working with? Are any of them doing born-digital collection and preservation or is it primarily digitization?

Gena Chattin -> All Participants: I believe they're opaque cards
James Jacobs -> All Participants: similar to microfiche
Gena Chattin -> All Participants: No punched holes. Just tiny print that needs magnified
Malea Walker -> All Participants: It's like microfiche printed on the front of a card
Perveen Rustomfram -> All Participants: Can anyone access/download all materials or do folks have different levels of access depending on membership?

Ashoo Kumar -> All Participants: no it is not the punch card it is kind of shiny card with very find prints which you need special scanners to read
Lara Flint -> All Participants: Microcard example!
https://guides.libraries.psu.edu/c.php?g=438494~38amp;p=3221476
Karl Blumenthal -> All Participants: Thanks!
James Jacobs -> All Participants: is your govinfo metadata (hopefully MARC) made bulk available for libraries?
Mary Ries -> All Participants: cardboard with minerized content similar to fiche, Microprint is the same but larger about the size of larger paperback
Ramona Kohrs -> All Participants: Wikipedia article on microforms explains microcards:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microform
Bert Chapman -> All Participants: It would be nice of you could also get British and Australian/New Zealand Govt. information resources.
Malea Walker -> All Participants: We still have a large collection of UN materials on opaque microprint cards.
Shari Laster -> All Participants: thank you, such a great presentation!!
Nicole Merriman -> All Participants: Thank you - great program!
Lori Driver -> All Participants: Wonderful presentation, thank you!
Min Shaheen -> All Participants: Thank you.
Melissa Fairfield -> All Participants: https://www.fdlp.gov/2020-fdl-conference
James Jacobs -> All Participants: Thanks IA!